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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL SONIC NOZZLE DISCHARGE

COEFFICIENTS FOR REYNOLDS NUMBERS UP TO 8xl06

by Andrew J. Szaniszlo

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

Sonic discharge coefficients are experimentally obtained for two different geometry
flow nozzles using high-pressure nitrogen gas (100 atm). One nozzle has a continuous
and finite radius of curvature geometry. The other is a long-radius ASME flow nozzle.

-3Each nozzle has a nominal throat diameter of 6.35x10 meter. Throat Reynolds num-c
ber range extended up to 8x10 . Discharge coefficients for both nozzles monotonically
increase in value with the high throat Reynolds numbers. Repeatability of the discharge
coefficient for each nozzle is shown by a 95-percent confidence band for a single cali-
bration. This bandwidth is less than ±0.2 percent for throat Reynolds numbers greater
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than 1.6x10 . Analytically calculated discharge coefficients for the continuous and fi-
nite radius of curvature nozzle tested are presented. These analytical results for the
laminar and turbulent boundary-layer cases are compared to experimental values.
Comparison shows that the real-gas sonic discharge coefficient can be analytically de-
termined to within ±0.2 percent. Experimental values for the long-radius ASME flow
nozzle are compared to values calculated from the best empirical curve fit equation for
subsonic flow.

INTRODUCTION

The sonic flow nozzle is now being recognized as an accurate, precise, and easy to
use head-type of flowmeter for controlling and measuring the mass flow rate of gases
over a wide range of flow. References 1 to 4 have pointed out the attractive and distin-
guishing features that make the sonic flow nozzle practical. Mass flow rate is easy to
measure and control since it is directly proportional to upstream pressure level. Up-
stream pressure tap error is negligible since the approach velocity is small. Absence



of a differential pressure measurement eliminates the throat tap and simplifies con-
struction. Accuracy and ease of use are superior to a subsonic nozzle because the hard
to make measurement of the small differential pressure at high pressures like 100 at-
mospheres is not needed. Downstream pressure pulsations do not affect the mass flow
rate because of sonic flow at the throat.

These advantages of a sonic nozzle are now being utilized. Varner (ref. 5) reports
using an array of sonic flow Venturis as an air metering system in jet engine research.
He used discharge coefficient C^ values (i .e. , the ratio of the actual mass flow rate
to the calculated one-dimensional, isentropic flow rate) analytically determined by
Smith and Matz (ref. 6) and real-gas critical flow factors calculated by Johnson (ref. 7).
Operating pressure levels in reference 5 were approximately atmospheric. Godt
(ref. 8) used sonic flow nozzles as working standards after calibration with a primary
device. Nozzle calibration pressure level was less than 22 atmospheres, and the throat
Reynolds number was less than 5x10 . The use of sonic flow nozzles for determining
the pressure-level effect on turbine flowmeter performance with natural gas was re-
ported on by Castillon (ref. 9). He relied upon the discharge coefficient equation re-
ported by Vincent (ref. 10) and the natural-gas critical-flow factor of Johnson (ref. 11).
Peignelin (ref. 4) extended the work of reference 9 to other flowmeter types. The max-
imum operating pressure level in references 4 and 9 was about 50 atmospheres.
Schroyer (refs. 12 and 13) reports using sonic flow Venturis as a secondary standard in
natural gas meter development for high pressures and high flow rates. He relied on the
simplified analysis of Stratford (ref. 2) for the discharge coefficient values and on the
critical-flow factors given by Johnson (ref. 14). None of the previous references have
reported experimental Cn data at high-pressure levels where real-gas effects are

7significant (3 percent) and where the Reynolds numbers are as great as 1x10 . Such
data would demonstrate the accuracy of the technique of combining the analytical Cj~.
values with the critical flow factors given by Johnson (refs. 7, 11, 14, and 15).

There are two main factors that cause the sonic discharge coefficient to be less
than unity. First, fluid acceleration near the wall and the resulting inertia! forces
produce a nonuniform velocity profile (sonic line curvature) at the throat. Vincent
(ref. 16) shows that inertial effects can affect the CD by as much as 1 percent. Sec-
ondly, a boundary layer exists along the wall which can lower the CD by as much as
5 percent at low Reynolds numbers.

Smith and Matz (ref. 6) investigated the inertial and boundary-layer effects in a
sonic-flow venturi with a circular-arc convergent section which permitted the value of
Cn to be obtained analytically. Their calculation technique gives results that agree

5with their low pressure (1 to 3 atm) data over a throat Reynolds number range of 7x10
R

to 5x10 . Stratford (ref. 2) also presents a simplified analysis accounting only for the
inertial and boundary-layer effects.



The experimental determination of the sonic CD variation with throat Reynolds
number for two different geometry flow nozzles was the primary purpose of the investi-
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gation reported herein. The throat Reynolds number range was 5x10 to 8x10 . The
high throat Reynolds numbers were obtained by using nitrogen gas at high-pressure
(~100 atm) levels which required real-gas effects to be taken into account. This ob-
jective adds new data to the scant amount reported in the literature on sonic flow noz-
zles and expands the range of sonic CD values into the regime where real-gas correc-
tions are significant. An additional objective was to analytically calculate the C^ for
one of the nozzles and compare the results to the experimental data.

APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE

Nitrogen-Gas Flow Facility

A schematic drawing of the test facility is shown in figure 1. Nitrogen gas supplied
C rt

from a portable trailer was throttled from 160x10 N/m (160 atm) to the desired opera-
ting pressure. A bundle of tubes with each tube having a length-diameter ratio of 10
were used just downstream of the pressure regulator to minimize any swirl in the flow.

5 5 2Operating pressure levels varied from 5x10 to 100x10 N/m . Maximum flow rate was
0.75 kilogram per second at the highest pressure level. A sharp-edged orifice (modi-
fication of ref. 17) was used as the subsonic flow standard with a maximum differential

5 2pressure of 0.48x10 N/m . The orifice, 60-diameter-length approach pipe, and the
25 diameter-length downstream pipe were calibrated as an integral assembly for the
determination of the flow coefficient over the required Reynolds number range. These
calibrations were performed with water and air. Inaccuracy of the water stand used for
this calibration was less than ±0.2 percent. Differential pressure across the measuring
orifice was determined with a fused-quartz Bourdon-tube precision pressure gage
(ref. 18). Inaccuracy of this gage is less than ±0.05 percent of full scale. High repeat-
ability of the differential pressure is assured with this gage design by the technique of
directly measuring the Bourdon tube deflection optically. The optical detection elimin-
ates errors due to mechanical linkages. Hysteresis errors are practically nonexistent
due to the use of fused quartz as the Bourdon tube material. A relatively high-frequency
response is obtained due to the Bourdon tube resonant frequency being greater than
20 hertz. The null output from the electro-optical transducer of the gage was displayed
on an oscilloscope and time averaged. Lines for the orifice pressure level and differen-
tial pressure were separately connected at the orifice taps in a horizontal plane. Differ-
ential pressure lines were matched for time constant and time delay by introducing ap-
propriate volumes and sintered porous-metal snubbers in each line. This filter network
reduced differential-pressure measurement errors due to absolute pressure-level



fluctuations. These pressure-regulator induced fluctuations had a root-mean-square
magnitude of approximately 9 percent of the differential pressure before filtering. The
pipe section downstream of the orifice to the nozzle test section as well as the nozzle
test section itself were thermally insulated. Insulation helped to give a uniform gas -
temperature distribution across the nozzle inlet plane. Gas temperature at the orifice
was measured with a thermocouple probe 5. 5 pipe diameters downstream of the orifice
(ref. 19). Nozzle inlet gas temperature was measured with a thermocouple probe 3.4
pipe diameters upstream of the nozzle inlet. Also, near this location the nozzle up-
stream static pressure was measured. The static pressure tap error is negligible
(ref. 20) since the Mach number equals 0.013. Throat static pressure taps do not exist.
Nozzle downstream pressure was measured about 1 pipe diameter downstream of the
nozzle exit plane.

A recording potentiometer was used to measure the thermocouple electromotive
force from the orifice and nozzle thermocouples with a corresponding temperature in-
accuracy of ±0. 2 K. The thermocouple reference temperature was the ambient tem-
perature of silicon fluid in a Dewar flask. This temperature was measured to an in-
accuracy of ±0.1 K with a thermometer traceable to the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS). Operating absolute-pressure-level inaccuracies were no more than ± 0.1 percent.
This low inaccuracy level was achieved by using four different sets of gages, of the
pressure Bourdon type, to span the pressure range used and by having the gages peri-
odically recalibrated with a dead-weight tester traceable to NBS. Orifice differential
pressure inaccuracy was determined to be less than ±0.1 percent. At absolute-pressure

5 2levels greater than 30x10 N/m , the electro-optical transducer output of the gage was
corrected by a method described in reference 21.

After-instrument calibration and a slow pressurization of the facility to the maximum
pressure level for the test to be run, system leak checks and instrument calibrations
were performed. Nitrogen gas flow was then initiated by fully opening the throttle valve.
The measured upstream to downstream pressure ratio across the test nozzle was always
greater than 2 which insured that the flow through the nozzle was indeed sonic. Not until
the temperature of the facility had stabilized, approximately 5 minutes later, were data
taken. Each data point consisted of a 1-minute run at constant flow rate. The flow rate
was then changed by reducing the nozzle upstream pressure with the pressure regulator.

Sonic Nozzle Geometries Selected

Various flow nozzle geometries have been utilized in the past. In particular, those
flow nozzles with a circular cylindrical throat section have a high machining reproduci-
bility. Such throat sections combined with a circular quadrant inlet section have a CD

which has been found to be independent of throat Reynolds number changes over a range



of 2x10** to 7x10 (ref. 3). Also, according to reference 10, the cylindrical throat sec-
tion has the advantage of minimizing the effect of the convergent section generated non-
uniform velocity profile on the sonic CD. Furthermore, a sufficiently long cylindrical
throat would reduce the effect of the convergent section wall profile shape. Therefore,
the first flow-nozzle geometry selected (fig. 2) had the traditionally recommended
quadrant of an ellipse for the convergent section (ref. 22). This section was tangent to
a straight throat section of length 0.6 times the throat diameter. Nozzle inlet-to-throat
area ratio was 5.5. The second flow -nozzle geometry was intended to represent the
class of wall profiles having a finite, continuous, and constant radius of curvature from
the inlet through the throat plane. Such nozzle wall profiles have been examined in
references 2, 6, and 16. However, due to machining inaccuracies the radius of curva-
ture of the nozzle utilized (fig. 3) was found to continuously increase in value from the
throat plane to the inlet. This wall profile, as with the circular-arc geometry, pro-
duces a continuous acceleration of the fluid along the wall to yield a thin boundary layer
at the throat. A thin boundary layer combined with this wall profile makes the analytical
calculation of the sonic C^ tractable and less inaccurate. An accurate analytical cal-
culation of the CD provides the sonic flow nozzle with the potential for becoming a
compressible flow standard. Additionally, the quadrant sonic nozzle has been reported
to be virtually insensitive to back pressure changes when the ratio of the wall radius of

/

curvature to the throat radius (normalized radius of curvature R»r) exceeds unity
(refs. 1 and 3) . The throat plane R for the nozzle fabricated had a value of 2. 29.
Nozzle inlet- to throat-area ratio was 7. Nozzle throat diameter for both of the nozzles

-3was a nominal 6.35x10 meter. Throat diameter to upstream pipe diameter ratio p
equaled 0.15 for both nozzles. And both nozzles were fabricated from free -machining

n
stainless steel with a specified maximum surface roughness of 8x10 meter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this investigation, as previously mentioned, sonic discharge coefficient values
for real-gas conditions were obtained for two different geometry flow nozzles over a
throat Reynolds number range of 5x10 to 8x10 . The throat Reynolds number is based
upon the plenum viscosity and throat diameter. Experimental data are shown in fig-
ures 4 and 5. Also from these tests, nozzle calibration repeatability was determined.
Furthermore, experimental CD data comparison to the analytically calculated values
are used to verify the accuracy of the analytical value of the CD to be used in con-
junction with the critical-flow factor (ref. 7).



Accuracy

Repeatability. - A more accurate comparison between the test data and other CD

values is achieved by not only using the mean calibration curve but also from knowing
the respective calibration repeatability values. A calibration consists of a set of data
points ranging from the maximum to the minimum pressure level of any one of the four
pressure-level ranges examined. The resulting individual calibration curve for each
pressure-level range will shift from calibration to calibration as indicated by figure 4
which represents the total number of data points from 20 individual calibrations for the
long-radius flow nozzle and figure 5 with 21 individual calibrations for the continuous

C

wall-radius nozzle. At a throat Reynolds number greater than 1.6x10 , the repeatabil-
ity is ±0.2 percent for a 95-percent confidence band for a single calibration (ref. 23).
The confidence band for a single calibration is the band within which it is predicted that
all the data points of the next calibration will lie with a 95-percent probability. Stated
bandwidths for a single calibration and for the mean are determined from t-distribution
statistical calculations using the finite number of data points existing at selected throat
Reynolds numbers.

Real-gas factor. - In order to accurately calculate mass flow rate through a sonic
nozzle from the high-pressure experimental data, a critical-flow factor is used (ref. 7).
This factor corrects the conventional one-dimensional, isentropic flow relation used for
calculating the mainstream mass flow rate by accounting for the variation of the ratio of
specific heat and the compressibility factor. The value of the critical-flow factor de-
pends upon the pressure and temperature in the nozzle plenum. Neglecting to use this
critical-flow factor can give a relative error in mass flow rate exceeding 3 percent at a

5 2pressure level of 100x10 N/m for nitrogen gas (ref. 24). Such an error can cause the
measured CD to exceed a value of unity.

Any inaccuracy in the critical-flow factor arises from the inaccuracies in the gas
property data and in the method of developing the state equation. An approximate value
for this uncertainty is obtained by comparing the nitrogen-gas critical-flow factors de-
termined from two different sources of property data (refs. 7 and 15). The comparison

5 2shows at a temperature of 275 K and a pressure of 10x10 N/m the critical-flow factor
from reference 7 exceeds the value from reference 15 by 0.03 percent. Whereas at

5 2100x10 N/m , the difference is 0.4 percent. This difference increases monotonically
with pressure level. The critical-flow factors from reference 7 are used in this report.

Throat area reduction. - Accurate knowledge of nozzle throat area is essential since
mass flow rate is directly proportional to it. A relative error in nozzle throat diameter
produces twice the relative error in throat area. The throat diameter for both of the test

—3nozzles is a nominal 6.35x10 meter and is known within ±0.05 percent. Precise deter-
mination of the throat diameter for such small flow nozzles demands the highest care in



measurement techniques. Therefore, a correction was made for the fact that the tem-
perature of the nozzle material during calibration is not equal to the temperature during
throat diameter measurement. The range of nozzle plenum temperatures for all the
tests was 260 to 295 K.

The overall relative inaccuracy associated with the value of CD is found by com-
bining the relative uncertainties previously stated for each variable. Variables con-
sidered are the orifice flow coefficient, orifice and nozzle areas, pressure levels,
temperature levels, and the orifice differential pressure. Combining the relative un-

/> c O

certainties for a throat Reynolds number of 1x10 (plenum pressure equals 11x10 N/m )
yields an overall root-sum-square relative error of ±0.25 percent (ref. 25). This
overall error becomes ±0.44 pe

5 2pressure equals 95x10 N/m ).

c
overall error becomes ±0.44 percent for a throat Reynolds number of 8x10 (plenum

Sonic Nozzle Performance

Accurate interpretation of sonic nozzle performance as revealed by the Cr-. curve
shape and its level requires knowledge of the upstream velocity profile. As shown by
Ferron (ref. 26), the more uniform the upstream velocity profile the lower the CT-V
value. Inlet flow to both of the nozzles tested is regarded as fully developed turbulent
flow due to the nozzle upstream pipe length to diameter ratio of 60. Also, the measured
inlet-temperature profile variation is less than 1 K at the lowest mass flow rate. This
essentially uniform temperature profile is due to the thermal insulation placed on the
upstream pipe wall.

Initial air calibrations. - Sonic flow nozzle CD variation with throat Reynolds num-
ber at flow conditions where real-gas effects are small was determined for air by using
the Lewis flow standards facility. The results are shown in figures 4 and 5. Both of
the test nozzles were calibrated with the plenum thermocouple in place. These data
provide a reference to which the low throat Reynolds number data from the high-
pressure, nitrogen-gas facility can be compared. As seen from figure 4, the agreement
between the two facilities is good at the low throat Reynolds numbers.

Long-radius ASME flow nozzle. - A sufficiently high number of data points have been
obtained that permits reliable calculation of the sonic nozzle CD mean curve shape and
the 95-percent confidence band for a single calibration and for the mean curve. The
mean curve for the sonic Cn variation with throat Reynolds number for this nozzle is

c
shown by figure 4. It ranges in value from 0.988 at a throat Reynolds number of 3x10
to 0.992 at a throat Reynolds number of 8xl06. At the low throat Reynolds number, the
level of the C^ curve agrees very well with the independent calibration obtained from
the Lewis flow standards facility. This indicates systematic errors from instrumentation



are negligible. Several features are indicated by the variation in the mean CD curve.
First, starting at the low throat Reynolds number, the CD value increases up to a
throat Reynolds number of 1x10 which is most probably due to a decreasing boundary -
layer thickness. Immediately following is a region of apparent transition from a lamin-
ar to a turbulent boundary layer. This region extends over a Reynolds number range of

c c
8x10 to 2x10 . As can be seen from the increased size (±0.3 percent) of the 95-percent
confidence band for a single calibration, the C^ value is relatively ill defined over this
Reynolds number range.

Any instability is most likely promoted by the local adverse pressure gradient gen-
erated by the discontinuous radius of curvature at the juncture of the convergent section
with the cylindrical throat section (ref. 27). After this region of apparent transition,
the CQ curve monotonically increases in value with throat Reynolds number. At these
higher throat Reynolds numbers the 95-percent confidence band for a single calibration
is less than ±0.15 percent. Also, the 95rpercent confidence band for the mean curve is
±0.05 percent.

A comparison of the sonic nozzle CD mean curve to the best empirical curve fit
equation (ref. 28) for subsonic Cp values is also shown by figure 4. From this com-
parison, the extent of valid representation, if any, for the sonic CT-J mean curve by
this empirical equation is obtained. The empirical equation yields the most probable
subsonic Cn values for the long-radius ASME flow nozzle. This equation is limited to

fia maximum throat Reynolds number of 6x10 at which the Cn equals 0.993. At throat
fiReynolds numbers greater than 1.6x10 the best empirical curve fit values lie outside

the 95-percent confidence band and exceeds the mean curve values for sonic flow by
0.25 percent. Furthermore, the shape of the curve for the subsonic Cp. values does
not possess any transition region as does the mean curve for sonic-nozzle flow. Finally,
the empirical curve fit becomes asymptotic to a constant value of CD at the high throat
Reynolds number whereas the sonic-nozzle C^ mean curve monotonically increases in
value. Even though there exists this lack of similarity between the subsonic CD curve
shape and the real-gas sonic CD mean curve shape, the most probable subsonic CD

values do represent the real-gas CT-J values to a practical flowmetering inaccuracy of
1/4 percent.

Continuous wall curvature nozzle. - The mean curve for the sonic C^ variation
with throat Reynolds number is shown in figure 5. It ranges in value from 0.989 at a
throat Reynolds number of 6xl05 to 0.991 at a throat Reynolds number of 8xl06. Coinci-
dentally, this latter Cj-v value agrees with that of the long-radius flow nozzle. How-
ever, the mean curve shapes are quite different. The next feature shown by the shape of
the mean curve is the apparent transition for the throat Reynolds number region below

c
1x10 . Nevertheless, the exact shape of the mean CD curve is uncertain at these low
throat Reynolds numbers. This uncertainty is indicated by the value of the 95-percent
confidence band for the mean curve increasing from ±0.04 percent at a throat Reynolds

8



fi 5number of 1x10 to ±0.4 percent at a throat Reynolds number of 6x10 . For throat
e*

Reynolds numbers greater than 1x10 , the mean CD curve monotonically increases in
value at a greater rate than the long-radius flow nozzle mean curve. Consequently,
from the previously mentioned factors for this sonic nozzle geometry, the flow range
examined which is free of ill-defined transition regions is noticeably greater than the
flow range for the long-radius flow nozzle. At these higher throat Reynolds numbers,
the 95-percent confidence band for a single calibration is less than ±0.2 percent.

Comparison to Analytical Results

Nozzle flow model. - Only sonic nozzles with continuous and finite radius of curva-
ture are considered herein. The gas flow through the nozzle is divided into two different
flow regions. One is the mainstream gas-flow region that is treated as an irrotational,
isentropic flow of a perfect gas. The second is the viscous flow region along the wall
occupied by the boundary layer. The effect of each of these two regions on the value of
the sonic CD is separately analyzed. Comparison of the isentropic mass flow rate
based upon the inviscid core flow to the one-dimensional mass flow rate gives an inertial
discharge coefficient. Final discharge coefficient values are then determined by multi-
plicatively combining the inertial discharge coefficient with the ratio of effective throat
area to the actual throat area determined from the boundary-layer computer program.

The mainstream gas flow parameters across the nozzle throat plane are calculated
by using a computer program based upon reference 29 for axisymmetric flow. Calcula-
tion results are dependent upon the following input variables: (1) normalized wall radius
of curvature at the throat R^, (2) nozzle throat radius, (3) nozzle axial length, (4) spe-
cific heat ratio of the gas, (5) boundary-layer displacement thickness at the throat. The
nozzle wall profile, which is not a circular arc, is piecewise curve fitted by the program
from reference 30 which enables the determination of the wall Mach number distribution.
The inertial discharge coefficient is calculated for a displacement thickness equal to
zero. For a nonzero displacement thickness, the final value of the sonic CD is cal-
culated .

Two-dimensional, boundary-layer parameter values are determined by a computer
program from reference 31. The previously mentioned wall Mach number distribution
serves as part of the input data to this boundary-layer program. Laminar calculations
are based upon the work of Cohen and Roshotko (ref. 32). And the work of Sasman and
Cresci (ref. 33) is used as the basis for the turbulent boundary-layer calculations.
Modifications to this program with real-gas subprograms of reference 34 permit the ac-
curate calculation of the speed of sound, gas density, and specific heat of nitrogen gas.
Furthermore, transport property variation with pressure level is also accounted for by



use of data from references 35, 36, and 37. The resulting boundary-layer displacement
thickness at the throat is then used as part of the input to the isentropic gas-core flow
program for calculating the final value of the sonic CD.

Analytical results comparison. - The analytical sonic CD variation with throat
Reynolds number for the continuous wall curvature nozzle is shown in figure 6 for nitro-
gen gas for both laminar and turbulent boundary-layer conditions. Also shown is the
mean sonic CD curve for the real-gas nitrogen flow data. Agreement between the ana-
lytical and experimental curves over the entire throat Reynolds number range experi-
mentally investigated is good considering the previously discussed uncertainty in the
mean CQ curve at the low throat Reynolds numbers. However, the analytical CD var-
iation for the laminar boundary layer differs from the Lewis in-house flow facility cali-
bration by as much as 0.6 percent at the low Reynolds numbers. The difference between
the analytical curve for the turbulent boundary layer and the mean C^ curve is equal to
or less than 0. 2 percent. This difference is within the 95-percent confidence band for
a single calibration. A comparison of the level and the slope of the analytical curves to
the mean C^ curve tends to verify that the boundary layer is turbulent over the greater
extent of the throat Reynolds number range covered. As previously stated, the experi-
mental Op value is determined by using a real-gas critical flow factor. Considering
the previously discussed sources of error, it is seen that the sonic CD for the nozzle
tested can be determined to practical flow metering accuracy by the results from the
turbulent boundary-layer calculations including real-gas effects. Therefore, the sonic
CD for any nozzle with a continuous and finite radius of curvature (RN > 2) from the
inlet to the throat plane can be expected to be represented over its practical throat
Reynolds number range by the previous analytical method for calculating the turbulent
boundary layer. This assumes a corner exists at the inlet to augment early transition
and thereby extend the useful throat Reynolds number range. The ability to accurately
calculate the CD is highly desirable because it provides the sonic flow nozzle with the
potential for becoming a compressible flow standard.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The sonic discharge coefficient variation with throat Reynolds number extending up
c

to 8x10 was experimentally determined by using high-pressure nitrogen gas with sig-
nificant real-gas flow corrections. Experimental sonic discharge coefficient values re-
ported on herein have an overall root-sum-square relative error of ±1/4 percent. Two
different geometry flow nozzles were studied both having a nominal throat diameter of

-36.35x10 meter. The first flow nozzle was a long-radius ASME design and the second
had a continuous and finite radius of curvature. Analytical calculations of the sonic dis-
charge coefficient were done for the latter flow nozzle design with a comparison to the

10



experimental results. The results of this study are as follows:
1. The sonic discharge coefficient for a nozzle with a continuous and finite radius

of curvature and a corner inlet can be determined to within practical flow metering in-
accuracy (0.2 percent was obtained in this study) by the analytical means discussed
herein.

2. The sonic discharge coefficient for the long-radius ASME nozzle reported on
herein can be determined to ±1/4 percent by using the best empirical equation for the
most probable subsonic discharge coefficient even though there exists a lack of curve
shape similarity.

3. The sonic discharge coefficient values for the nozzles tested do not become as-
ymptotic to a constant value at the high throat Reynolds numbers range examined, but

f*

monotonically increase in value up to a Reynolds number of 8x10 .
4. The sonic discharge coefficient for the continuous wall curvature nozzle tested

is free of ill-defined transition regions over a noticeably greater extent of the throat
Reynolds number range examined than the long-radius ASME nozzle tested.

5. The sonic discharge coefficient experimental mean curve has a 95-percent con-
fidence band of ±0.05 percent. This value for the mean curve applies to both the long-
radius ASME flow nozzle and to the continuous wall curvature nozzle when the Reynolds

C

number exceeds 1x10 .

Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, September 12, 1974,
501-24.
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